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PS22 - Ultra Safe Goggles
Collection:  Goggles
Range:  Eye Protection
Materials:  Polycarbonate, PVC, ABS, Polyester
Outer Carton:  40

Product information
Premium goggles with chin guard for enhanced eye and face protection.
Designed to shield you from liquid droplets, large dust particles, molten
metal,  and  hot  solids,  this  complete  set  is  a  must-have  for  safety  in
hazardous environments. The chin guard can be conveniently flipped up
into stand-by mode when not in use, and features adjustable ventilation
holes  via  a  slider  for  maximum comfort.  Plus,  our  indirect  ventilation
goggles are suitable to wear over most prescription glasses, ensuring that
you stay protected no matter what.

Eye Protection
PORTWEST eye protection range includes spectacles, safety goggles and
visors, designed to protect the eyes and face of the workers from injuries
which may occur  during working activities.  TECHNICAL SPECTACLES:
High performance and cutting edge styles.  SPORT SPECTACLES: Light
weight and modern design. CLASSIC SPECTACLES: Essential PPE safety
eyewear styles.

Standards
EN 166 (1 BT 3 4 9 K N)
EN 170 2C-1.2
ANSI/ISEA Z87 +

Features
Goggles with chin guard for extra face protection●

Chin guard with adjustable ventilation for improved breathability●

Chin guard can be flipped up when not in use●

Goggles with indirect ventilation to avoid misting up●

KN certified lens coatings for extra durability and best vision (anti-●

scratch/ anti-fog)

Suitable for wearing over most prescription glasses●

Certified protection against molten metal splash●

Anti-scratch high level treatment coating, certified and marked with K●

on the lens

Anti-fog high level treatment coating, certified and marked with N on●

the lens

Protection against Molten Metal●

Retail bag which aids presentation for retail sales●
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PS22 - Ultra Safe Goggles
Commodity Code: 9004901000

Test House
SGS FIMKO Ltd     (Notified Body No.: NB: 0598)
Takomotie 8
, Finland
Contact: sgs.fimko@sgs.com
Cert No: 0598/PPE/22/4578

SGS United Kingdom Limited     (Notified Body No.: AB: 0120)
Rossmore Business Park
CH65 3EN, UK
Cert No: 0120/PPE/221527

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
PS22CLR Clear 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.1740 0.0960 5036108400263 15036108885098


